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SUMMARY 
'" ' , l ' " ' ', - ' 
A apin""tunnel, invest igat,ion of ,a ,26-scal e model, o~' :t~~ ~ ~,'. 
Dougla~ XTB?D- l a:1-I1llB.ne ha~ . been' conducte,d' 'in ,th.~ langleY, 20-foot, 
free-spinning t unne;t.. The eJfects of contrql ~et:ti:q.gs and 1;OOv;ement,B 
upon the er~et,..· .,,~~ ' inv~rt~d':_sp.~n: ,a~d, ,'r,eco"{<?p~~ cPE\-ra9teri~"'ics, ~of 
the ' model were dEf€erminedfor 'VJlrious loading , conditions e' , Tests . ' 
were ' a l so performed to deter.min~ the effects of various tail modifi-
cations . The i nve s t l gat i'on 'included emer gency ', spih-reoovery :M-ra- , 
chute tests aa well as crew- escape and rudder - '~d eleva.tor-,fo~ce 
teste. All tests were performed at an eq~ivalent spin altitude 
of 20,000 feet. 
The recovery character i stics of t he model in its original 
design were f ound to be, unsat isfactory. I n stal lation of a large 
ventral fin, ins t allation of tip fins on' the' horizontal, tail, or 
installation of a s:mall ventral fin ,i n combination with , antia:pan 
fillets and a spanvnse extension Qf t he horizontal- tai~~ surfaces 
satisfactorily improved t he recove~~ charact erist ics of the model. 
Analysis indicates t hat moving the horizqr~ta.1 , tai l upward and forward: 
sufficiently wi l l also Ie'ad t o satisfa.ct orY 'r ecover ies. A 19.5-foot 
tail parachute with a drag coeffi ci,ent of 0.60 or a 7.6-foot wing-
tip parachute opened on. the outboard ~ng tip ~with, a drag coeffi-
, cient of 0.59 "IffiS found' to be sat isfact ory a s an emergency sp1n-
recovery device for demonstrations. 'It was ' i hdicated that in an 
emergeJ;lcy the crew should leaye ' t he ' airplane ', in a , spin from the 
outboard side or from belo~ the ' fuselage r ea rwar d of the wing. 
The ~dder and e l evator control forces measured were found to be 
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beyond the capabilities of the pilot. Some sui table booster system 
,will be necessary on the airplane to obtain the full control move-ments for recovery. 
INTRODUCTION 
In accordance with the r equest of the Bureau of Aeronautica, Navy Department, model tests were performed in t he Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunne~ to determine the ' spin and recov~ry oharac-teristics of the Douglas XTB2D-l airplane. The XTB2D-I is a low-wing, s'ingle-engine, three-place airplftne with contra-rotating 
propellers. In order to expedite tests, two ~-scale models of 26 the airplane were used . 
The spin and recovery characteristics were determined for the normal loading (two external ,torpedos) and for several other possible loadings, including asymmetrical loadings. Several modii'1ca~io~s were tested ,to improve the spin and recovery characteristiQsof the ,model.. The; effects of wing-tip and tail parachutes as 'devices for emergency recovery from demonstration spins were' investigated. In addition, ,tests were performed to determine the best me.thad for the crew to leave the airplane if in an uncontroiled ' spin, and to determine the control forces r e'luired to move the controls for ' recovery :from a spin.-
b 
m 
s 
c 
x/C 
SYMBOIS 
wing span, feet 
mass oi' ,airp1.ane, slugs 
wing area, s'luare feet 
'- wing chord, ~eet 
mean aerodynamic chord, feet 
, 
' ratio, of distance of center of gravity rearward of , leading edge of 'mean ' aerodynamic chord to mean 
aerodynamic chord' 
-----
----------
----------- ------- -
r 
---- -
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y/c 
z/rr 
ratl0 of distance between center of gravity and plane 
of synnnetry to mean aerodynamic chord (positive 
,.,hen center of gravity is to right of plane of 
symmetry) 
ratio of di stance between center of gravity and 
thrust line to . mean a.e;r~dynani1c chord (positive· .. · 
when .center of gr~v1ty is below thrust line) 
'. . Ix, Iy·; .. I Z·' ·. moments .of inertia about X~ Y, and Z .body axes, respec-
. ti vely ~ slug-feet2 . 
p 
m 
\-l = -
PSb 
v 
(J 
inertia yawing-moment parameter 
inertia rolling-moment parameter . 
inertia pitching-moment parameter 
airdensi t'y~ .. slug per cubic foot 
relati ve . densi.ty of ' a i rplane. 
angle bet~een thrust line an~ vertical . (appro~i~te1y : 
equal to absolute value of angle of attack at plane 
of symmetry), degrees 
ang:te betwe.en span. a:)(i8. I3.nd hor:izontal, o..egreea 
full-scale true rate of descent, feet per second 
full-scale angular vel~city abo~t ~pin axiS, revo-
lutions per second · : . . 
helix angle, angle between flight path and vertical, 
degrees (For this model, the average absolute 
value of the helix .angle was approximately 30 .) 
\ 
approximate angle 'of eideslip at center of gravity, 
. degrees (Sideslip 1s inward when inner wing is 
down by an amount greater than the helix angle.) 
" ._".- ---" , - - -------
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APPARATUS 'AND METHODS 
Model 
The ",2~-scale , models of the Douglas XTB2D-l a i rplane wer e 
furnishe9: . by "t he Eureau ,of Aeronauti cs, Navy Department, and were 
checked ' c;limensi onally, a.nd prepared. for testing by ~gley. Dimen-
sional chara.cteristics of the airplane are 81 ven in table I. A 
t hree-viev drawing of the models in the normal loading is shown " 
i Ii 'figure" 1: ' Figure 2 is ' a. phot ograph of one ' of t~e' models ' in ', the I ,; 
normal loading . Sketches of the modi~ications tested are shown 
i n figures 3 and 4. 
As previously indicated, two models wer e built to expedite the 
tests. Because t he actual di hedral of the airplane had not been 
decided upon but was t o be either 80 01" 10°, ,one model was const ructed 
with 8° and t he other with 100 dihedral. ' . 
The models wer e ballasted with l ead weights to obtain dy~c , 
s imilarity to the a irplane at an altitude of 20,000 feet (p = Q.,.,qo.J..2l67 
slug per cubic foot ). The wei @lt, moments of inertia,' and center ": " 
of- gravity location of the airplane were obtai ned from data furnished 
by the Douglas Aircraft ,GoII1J?8IlY. A r emote-control; lll£?chanism was 
insta lled in the model to act ua t e the controls or to open the par a -
chute for recovery tests, and also to release the dummy crewman for 
crew- escape t ests. Suffi cient hinge monient ' was applied. to t he " .. 
control surfaces during the regu~r teat program to move them fully 
and rapidly to the desired posi t-ions . ' 
,'. . 
The model parachutes used ~ere of the ci rcular flat type made 
of silk. Drag coeffiCients, measured at the time of tests, based 
on the sUrface -area of 'the canopy wh'en sprea.d out flat; are liated \ 
i n tabl~ II. 
The 2i--scale ,dUIDIDy used for the crew,-e~cap'"e tests , was constructe,d 
a t Langley and was scaled down both in dimensions and weight to 
r epresent a crew member and parachute (220 pounds) at an altitude 
of 20,000 fe et., 
The propel1e'rs wer e not s'imulated .onthe model 'because the 
r esult s of previous test s (data unpubJ ished) have indicated little 
effec~ of awindmilling propeller on t he' spin and recovery charac-
t eristics ,of mode'ls of ,conventional airplari e:a. 
Fixed e l eva t or slats, s imulati ng those of the airplane, were 
installed on t he model as shown i n fi gure 4. 
-- - - .- ---.---
---- -------
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Wind Tunnel and Testing Technique 
The tests were performed in the Langley 20~foot free-spinning 
tunnel, the operation of which is generally similar to that described 
in reference 1 for the l5-foot free-spinning tunnel except that the 
model launching technique has been changed. With the controls set 
in the desired posi.tion the model is launched by hand wi th 'rota tion 
int·o the ' vertically rising air stream. . After a number of turns in 
the established spin, recovery is attempted by moving one or more 
controls by mean~ of the remote-control mechanism. After r ecover.y, 
the model dives into the safety net. The data presented were 
determined by metho·ds. described in reference 1 and have been ' con-
verted to corresponding full-scale values. A photograph of the 
model spinning in the t unnel is sho~n in figure 5. 
In a.ccordance with. standard spin-tunnel ' procedure, tests were 
performed to determine t he spin and r ecovery 9haracteristics of the 
model for tho 'normal spinning control configuration (elevator full 
up, ailerons neutral, anci" rudder full 'Yr1th t he spin) ' and for various 
other aileron- elevator combinations including neutral aRdnaximum 
deflections of the surfaces for .various mode~ loadings and configu-
rations. Where spins were obtained, recovery was attempted either 
by rapid full reversal. of the .rudder or by rapid full ·reversal of 
both rudder and elevator • . If ·tpe model recovered without control 
movement when launched in a spinning at·ti tude with the cont:r.ols "set 
for the spin, the condition -was ·recorded as "no spin." . ' . ' 
Tests \.rere also performe.d to evaluate the possible adverse . 
effects on recovery of small .deviations from t he normal control 
configuration for spinning. For these tests, the ailerons were .set 
one third of their ~ll ' deflection in the direction conducive t o 
slower recoveries, with the spin for the XTB2D-l model (stick right 
in a right spin) ' and the elevator -was set at two-thirds full-up or 
full-up deflection . Recovery was at.tt;lmpted by either rapidly 
reversing the rudder from full-with to two-thirds against the spin 
or by movement .of the rudder to two~thirds against the spin in' con-
junction with moving the eleva~9r ·to ' on~-thlrd do'WIl . This particular 
control configUration and movement is referred to as the "cr), tenon 
spin." . 
The tUl~S for recovery were measured from the time the controls 
were moved to the time the spin rotation ceas ed. The cr:i.terion for a 
satisfactory r ecovery from a spin for a spin- tunnel model has been 
adopted as two t urns or .les~ based primarily on the probable loss of 
altitude of a corresponding airplane during recovery and the subse-
quent dive. As a result of spin~tunne l experience, t he recovery 
characteristics of a model are considered satisfactory if r ecovery 
requires no more than 2~ turns from the criterion spin. 
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For the spins which had a rate of descent in excess of that which can b e r eadily attained in t he t unnel, the rate of descen t 
was recorded as " greater than the ve locity "at the time the mode l " hit the safety net, as for example , > 300 f eet per s econd. For " thes~ " tes"ts, recovery was usually attetnpted before the mode;L reached its final steeper spin attitude and while the model was stlll ' descending in the tunnel. Such results are considered conservative. For r~cover,y " attempts in which the model struck the safety net while it was still" in "a spin, the recovery ,~s recorded as greater than t he number of turns observed from the time the controls wer(3 mpved t o the time " the model struck the safety net, as > 3 . A >3-turn 
recovery do"es not necessarily indicate an improvement ove r " a > 7 -turn r ecovery, " " " 
The testing technique for de t ermining the optimum size of, and t he towline length for,- spin-recovery parachutes is descrlbed " in:" " detail in refer ence 2 ~ In brief, the model" in the original conf"igu-" ration vms launched with ' rotatIon into the t unne l with the rudder " set full with" the spin. Wing-tip pa.rachutes" wer e attached. !to th'e" 
outer wing" tip (left wing tip" in a right spin). When the " parachute. " was attached to the wing tip; the towline length "was so adjusted " that the parachute would just clear the" stabilize r when fUllY 
extended. " In everY case the folded parachute was placed on the fuse lage or on the wing in such a <position that it did not influence the steady spin before the "parachute "was opened ". "(It "1s recommended that for the full~scale wing-tip" installat ions, t he 'parachute be " packed within the wing structure. A positive means" of ,e jection" should be provided for any' parachute installation.) For tp.e "current" tests, the controls "were not moved during recovery so r ecoverY was due entirely to 'the "effect "of opening the p~rachute. 
For " the teets to dotermine from whrch '·side of the spinning 
airplane "it :would be safer for the crew to" escape "in" an emergency,-the d~ was" released "from the inbos.rd side and: f "rom t he " outboard side of the ,"fuselage a t the "cockpit and from t heb"ottom "of the tub:" like structure located below" the"" fuaela:ge near '" the traiiing" edge "" " of the wing, denoted as "the IIbomber's tub. II "These tests were pe r:-" formed for both typical flat arid typical steep " spin"s. 
PRECISION 
The spin results presented he r ein are believ ed to b e the true 
values "given by the models within the f?"llovling limlts : 
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0" percent . . • • • . •• . ••• '.' • • • • ±l 
¢, percent • • •• .. • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ± 1 
(2, percent . . . . .. , . . . . • . •. • . •. ± 3 
V, percent .. .. . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . •. ± 5 
(± 1/4 from motion pictur~ ore_cords Turns for recovery • . • • • • '"\ ~ / L±12 from visual observation 
.-
The preceding limits may have been exceeded f or certain spins 
in which it was difficult to control the model in the tunnel because 
of the high rate of descent or because of the ~~dering or oscillatory 
nature of the spin. 
Comparison betw-een model and airplane _spin results (:refere!).ces 1 
and 3) indicates that spin-tunnel results are not always in -complete 
agreement "lath airplane spin results. In , general, the models spun 
at a somewhat smaller angle of attack, at a .somewhat higher rate- of -
descent, and at from 50 to 100 more outward sideslip than did the 
corresponding a irplanes. The comparison made in reference -3 for 20 air-
planes showed t hat 16 of , the mOdels predicted satisfactorily.,-the 
corresponding a irplane r ecovery characteristics and that 2 of them 
overestimated and that 2 of then underestimated the c9rresponding 
number of turns for recov~ry. ; '. - . - -" -- . 
Little can be stated about the precision of the crew-escape 
t ests as little comparable full-scale data are 'available. It is 
considered that when the dummy crewman 1s observed to c~ear all 
parts of the mode'l by a large margin after being r eleased, the 
crewman of the corresponding airplane can escape from an uncon-
trollable spin of the airplane. 
Because of the impract icability of ballastIng the model exactly 
and because of inadvertent -damage' to the mdde'ls- during the spin 
tests, the measured weight and mass distribution of the models varied 
from the true scaled-down values. The fo:tlowing table shows the 
range of weight and mass distribution variations measured for both 
models: , ' , . 
1-leight, percent. .• -.... ,. '" -. ' • .• '. ' . '. • • . • • • • • 0 to 3 high 
center-offiravity location, percent c ... 5 for~rd to 3 forward 
Moments IX, -percent· •. •. . • . ' . ' .' . ' • • • • • 0 " 2 low to 13 high 
of Iy, . percent •. • • • • • • • • • • • •• 5 low to I high 
inertia !IZ, percent • • • • • • • • • • 3 high to 1.3 high 
L 
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The. accuracy. of· measuring the weight and mass d.lstri oution of 
the models are believed to be wi thin the' following' lim t ·s: 
Wei ght , percent · ·, , , , 
Cente r-of-gravity location, percent c 
Moment s of ' inertia, percent. , •• , 
'. .. '. . 
The controls W01~ set with an accuracy of ± 1°. 
TEST CONDITIONS 
. , . . . . . 
±l 
± '1 
±5 
Tes t s were performed for the Il).ode l conii tiops li.ste,d on . tebl e III. 
The mass characteristics' and inertia pa'rameters for load'ings .posB"ible 
on tho airpl ane· and t e s ted on the mode'ls are listed on t a.;bl e s IV .and V, 
r especti veiY . The iner t ia para.met.er s for t ho l oadings' of.in.~ . ·:' '. : 
XTB2D-I airplane and f or the ' loadings tes ted on the mop,e l ar~ picitted . 
in f:t gure 6. As discusseCt in referenbe 4, f i SUr o 6 .can be us~d' as 
. an a i d in predicting the relative effectiveness of the ·. contro'J-a on . 
the spin and' recovery charact:erietice of the model~ 
Tail-damping power f~ct9rs were comp·uted. py the 'method: ' described· 
in reference 5 and, for the original tail configuration, the factor 
'Was 197 x 10-6 . Tall-damping pO\ver factors for all configurations 
tested are listed '. ~I?- ', table 'v.L . . ' , 
" : '" 
The "normal maximum qontrql deflections used in t~e · current 
tests were: 
Rudder, degreos ••••• • • ' . ' • • • • 
E1eva,tor I degrees ••. .••••••• '. 
Aileron8~ degrees . . • ' . ' • • •• • • • .• . .• 0 ~' . 
. i' " 
25 l eft, 25 right 
29 up, 21 down 
14 .3 up.,. 14 · down' 
The i rite rmedl,a t o control deflections used1ver e : 
Rudder two-thirds deflected, degrees , . . 
El evator two-thirds ,uP., degr.ees . • . • . t. .. . ~ .. , 
• • , • . • . J.:~ 
.' .. .. . • • l¢ 
. ·3 
El evator one-third down, p.egrees .' ,0 " 
Ai l erons one-third' deflectep., . ~egree8 , 
. .. .. . .• ~ . • . • . .• . . .. 7 
, 4.8 up, 4, 7 dovm 
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For all the tests, t he landing flaps and, dlve flaps were 
neutral, . the landi ng gear was retracted" and the cockpit was ·closed . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The ·results of the t ests are presented in tables II and VII , 
and on charts 1 t o 8. For both models, right ,spina 'Were generally 
steep ' with ,recovery satisfactory if both ' the rudder- ahd' elevator' 
were reversed, while l ef t spins were flat ' with unSati~f~ctory . 
r ecoveries, r egardless of control movement. Tests were ' performed 
to determine the cause of the asymmetrical results obtained to the 
right and lef t . and the results indica'ted that ' the aSynlIIlet,ry was · not 
caused 'by ' the radar unit ,mounted at the right wing ,dihedral ,break. 
It appears that t he differ ence in r e'sulta ¥laS' probably due : t o 
slight, inadvertent, asymmetric model constructi on, which although 
within construction t ol $r ances; neverthel ess ' affected the' results 
of the current des ign a]?pr eciably. Both models were ' ,affected 
simi'larly • . I t t hu:s appears 'that small vari 'at 'i'ons ' in the 'airplane 
construction, withi n production tblere.nc6s, my al so result in a · 
range of recovery charact er,isti'cs, . with a definite possibility of 
unsatisfactor y recbverles~ ' Accordingly, modifications 'were ' tested 
on the model for l eft spi ns to determine an effective modification 
which would eliminate the possibility that t he airplane' might , enter 
an uncontrollabl e spin . ' '. . , ' 
The initial result s obt ained with the two models indicated 
that the effect of t he small wi ng dihedra l difference contemplated 
(80 and 100 ) was not significant. Tests ·t hereafter were made on 
either model as was expe~itious t o t he t est program. The dis cussion, 
presented 'herein, i s treat ed in te!'IDB of one model. 
" 
Normal' Loading' 
Erect spins . ~ The t est r esults obtained wi~h the model spinning' 
erect in the normal loadi ng are shown 'in 'chart L For, left "spins, 
when the ailerons ,wer e , neutral or, when the ailerons 'vere with the 
spin (left aileron up i n a l ef t , spin) the model spun steadily in a 
fairly flat attitude for a1l ' elevator positions . When the ailerons 
were against the spin, t he spins were steep and oscillatory in pitch. 
The oscillation was periodic, varying from. fla t to steep in approxi-
mately one turn . With the el evators down and the ailerons against 
the spin the model would not spin. Recoveries f rom left spins could 
not be obtained by rudder reversa l a lone from the spin at normal 
control configuration for spinning or from the cri terion spin. 
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Movement of the e l evator down simultaneous wi iih rudder r .eversal 
r eBul t ed · in recoveries ,.,hich, however, were not satisfactory. For 
right spins, all the splns were steeper than were those at corre-
sponding control configurations to the l eft. The pattern of control 
effectiveness (elevator and aileron effectiveness) 'W8.S, hm.ever, the 
same as that for left sp5.ns. Recoveries obtai ned from right spins 
by rudder r eversal alone were marginal but those obtained by simul-
t aneous r eversal of both the rudder and elevator were rapid. :These 
re~ults indicate the . importange of downward movement of the ' elevat.or 
for recovery for this particular design and .1oadiIlg. 'rhese r esult.s 
are in agreement with the effects of mass d1strib.utiol\ as indi-cated 
in r ef er t;lnce 4. ' \ , ' . , '., 
. . ' . 
tnverted spins. - Chart 2 gives the t est r esults obtaine.d ,with 
the model , spimiing inverted. The order used for presenting ,the' ,data. 
f or inverted: spins is differ ent from that used for ' erect · spins. , Fo'r 
inverted spins; , " controls crossed" (left rudder pedal forward" ,and ' 
s tick : to pilot I s right). for the established spin is presented to :. the 
right of the ' chart and stick-back is ' pres ented a t the bottom of,; the · 
chart . " When the ·controls · are crossed ,in the established inverted. . , 
spin; the ', ailerons: aid ,.the rolling. motion; when the controls', are .. " . , 
together the , ailerons oppose the rolling motion. Tl?e angle of 'nng' 
ti 1 t ' on the ehart 1 s · g1 ven, as up or down rela ti va , to : the B!0upd ·. ' 
The model would. spin only with the controls crossed and , 
r ecoveries from all spins obtained were satisfactory ' by ' rapid ;full -, 
reversal of the rudder. 
Rearward Center of Gran 'by 
, ., 
. . . . 
The results of tests ', performed' to determine; the ' effect of 
moving the center of gravity , rearward 10 percent of the mean aero-
dynamic chord are presented in chart 3. Only a rearward center-of"-
gravity movement was investigateQ because experience has shown that 
this direction is the one most adverse to spin and recovery cha rac-
teristics. In general, the ,steady-'spln and the: recovery . cll~,ra.?teristics 
of the model for this center-of-gravitY ' position were 'simila r to , those 
for t he normal, center-of~gravity' position., (See chart 1.) This , rear-
ward movement- of ' thecenter of gravity' e'xceeds that pos8ibleon the 
airplane as indicated by t h e Douglas Company ,and it 'thus appears ' 
that movement of the center -of gravity. as far .;r-earward- a'a .. posaible 
on the airplane :will hav.e negligible · effect. 
. .. . 
~ ___ ._~.r~_' - ~~,----.-... ----.-.-
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Overload Torpedo Condition 
Test resul ts obtained with t he model simulating the over load ' 
torpedo ,conditi on (four t orpedos installed on the wing racks' and 
addit10nalfuel carried i n the internal wing tanks) ' are 'presented 
in chart '4.:' , For' the spins test ed the model spun a t angles of attack 
similar to t hose of corresponding' spins of the model, in the nornial 
loading and recoveries were also generally similar. 
Asymmetrical loadings 
Chart 5' shows the r es'ults of t ests wit h t he model ,loaded 
asymmetrically, exclusive of the radar unit . For these tests a 
torpedo .was mounted firs t on ' t he 'inner rack of the twO: rac~~ 'o~ : the 
1ef,t wing and t hen on the right ,dng fo'r l ef t spJns. -Spin ,re'c.overies 
became more: difficult t o obt ain, t han t hose for the 'normal loading 
(chart 1) when t he t orped,o 1.,'8.8 "on the , l ef t ,wing in a left spin whereas 
wi th ,the to'rpedo on t he 'right 'l.;ing i n a l eft spin recoveries ,were 
greatly improved. ' ' 
:", ,Tall Modifications: 
The resu1ts of ,t ests of ' modifications' t o t he tail of model in' " 
the normal loading a.re presented in table VII and charts' 6 and ' 7,., In 
order to expedit e the test program, several of the modifications 
and combinations of some of,' the modi ficat ions that did. not appear 
very promising after initial tests ,were not t es ted completely and 
are not discussed separately. For some of thes e mo'dificatione, ' 
oscillatory spins wer e obt ained and although recoveries from the 
steep phase of the oscillation wer e sa tisfactory, recoveries from 
the flat phase wer e unsatisfactory. The r esults of these brief 
tests are presented in t able VII~ 
-Ventral fin 2 . - The test r e'sults obtai ned f r om left spins with 
ventral fin 2 are" given in 9hart ' 6. The ' steady spins were steeper 
than corresponding spins With the normal tail conf iguration. ' 
Recoveries by simul taneous 'rudder and' elevator reversal were con~ 
sidered satisfact ory from any phase' of the spin oscillation obtained. 
A ventral fin of this siZe of the airplane, however, would interfere 
with the arresting gear h ook and gr ound clear ance and therefore is 
probably not pract icable f or inst allation on the ai!~lane. ' 
Revised hori zontal- tail posi t ion.- Based on the results of tests 
of the model With ventral fin 2 ' installed and on spin-tunnel experi-
ence it 1s estimated that movement of the ' horizontal tail upward and 
12 NACA EM No. · .. L6K18 
forward an adequate amount will result in satisfactory recovery 
characteri stics f or the subject airplane. Raising the horizontal 
tail 39 inches and moving it forward 26 inches, a position in which 
the leading edge' of -the stabilizer approximately ooincides with th~t 
of the vertical fin, will result in a tail damping power "factor :.: 
similar to ,that of the a.irplane with ventral 'fin 2 insta.lled and. 
'Wouldproba'bly 'l ead t'O similar results • . 
Tip fins.- The results of t ests with tip fins insta lled on the 
ends of the horizontal tail are present ed in chart 7. These fins 
,ver e inst alled. t o supply more fixed fin . area for damping the spinning 
rotation. The spins obtained were steeper than corresponding normal 
tail configuration spins and reco.veI'iee were · considered satisfactory. 
. . . 
. _ . ~ . .... : 
. Ventral fin l, .antispin fillets 2, an~horizontal-tail spanwise 
· exten8ion.~ · Several modifications which individually lli~d ~ot ·pr.ov~n · 
suffiCiently eff ective a lthough they had improved r ecoveries some - , 
what ·(table VII), were tested in combination. The r esults presented 
on ohart 8 show the effect of ·a . small ventral fin in ' combination 
with antispin fillets and a spanwise extension of the .horizontal 
tail. The spins obtained with this combination of modifications 
'Were steeper and more OSCillatory in pitch than those for corre-
sponding control deflectd.ons with the original tail. Satisfactory 
r ecoveries by simultaneous r eversal of both the rudder and elevator 
were obtained from all phases of the spin osci.llation with this 
c.onfiguration of t he model in ·the normal loading. '. . ". 
Te.sts 'r esults .with .<t he · center - of gravity moved r earward 10 · per-
cent .of .the mean ' a erodynamic chord, 'alao presented on ch:t:i.rt8~ "also 
indica.ted satisfa.ctory :recovery character,istt-cs for thi-s combination 
of modifications. 
(. : 
. " .~ .. : 
Spin-Recovery J?a.ra:chu:te 'Tests 
The test results obtained for . erect. spins wl~h spin~re.cove'ry 
parachutes are presented. in table II. The results show that "Ej. tai·l .. 
parachute ·),9. 5 f eet .in diamet er .(full 8cale) with a dragcoef:f.ic1ent 
of 0.60 will be necessary· t o insure 8at~sfactory r ecovery by para -
chute action a l one . The r esult s also indicate that a towline approxi-
mately 36 f e'et l ong will be. adequate. Satisfactory recoyery was also 
obtained by opening a 7 .6-foot diameter ~ng-tip parachute, h~ving a 
drag coeffic i ent of 0.59, . with an l 8-foot towline on t he outboard· 
wing tip (right wing tip in a l eft spin). 
NACA liM !fo. L6KIB 13 . 
. Crew-Escape T'ests . . 
" . ' 
The results of the cre·w-escape tests. were interpreted to indicate 
that the crew members could safely leave the spinning airplane in an 
emergency from the outboard side (right side in a left spin) of the 
airplane or from the bott om of .the "bomber's, tub." If any crew 
member has a choice of possible exits it would proba.b~ be safest to 
leave through t he "bomber's tub." 
Landing and Diving Conditicns 
The landing 'and d1 ving c.ond·i tions were not tested on ' the model , 
inasmuch as current Navy spec1f1cat~ons do not require this type of 
airplane to pass spin demonstrations in the landing or diving 
conditi ons. 
An analysis of full-scale and model tests to determine the · 
effect of flap,s 'and l anding . gear, in .the event 'that the a~rplane 'is 
inadyertently spun in these conditions, indicates that ~lthough the 
XTB2D-I airplane will probablY recover satisfactorily from , an :' 
incipient spin in the landing .or diving conditions, recoveries fro~ 
fully developed spins will probably be unsatisfactory. It is 
recoDlIIlended". therefore that :the .flaps be neutralized and recovery 
attempted i~ediately upo~ inadvertently entering a spin in the ' 
landing or diving conditions in order to insure that transition from 
the incipient to the fully developed spin does not take place. 
Control Forces 
I The discussion of the results so far has been based on control 
effecti veness alone wi"thout regard to the forces required to move' 
the controls. For all tests, sufficient force was applied, to th,e 
controls to move t hem fully and rapidly. Suffi'cient force must be 
applied to the airplane controls to move them in a Similar manner 
in order for the model and' airplane results t o be comparable • . : 
A few t ests were ' performed with the model in the normal loading 
in which the forces" applied to the rudder and el evator; in order to 
effect a satisfactory r ecovery,were measured. The r esults indicated 
that the full-scale pedal' and stick forc es would both be beyond the 
capabili ties of the pi'lot, each being' of the order of magni tude-
of 1000 pounds. It is therefore reconanended that some suitable 
booster be used on the airplane. Because of lack of detail in the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
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rudder and elevator balances of the model, of inertia mass-balance 
effects, and of scale effect, these results are only qualitative 
'indic'ationsofthe actual forces that · may bEi expe:r1eri.Ced:. ' . ... . ; . 
. . 
• J 
', .: ... :. : 
" " " 
, . 
.. ' .. \ .. . . 
·Recomrilended Recovery Technt"que 
': , . 
. . . 
, . • . !. ', ,:., ,. : . 
' .. . . : ", , ': ',' . .•. :. :: .. ·.: ·1·. 
Based on the results obtained ~1th 'the model, the fbllmttng ';'· ".~' 
recommendations are made for all loadings and conditions of the 
airplane: 
With the airplane in the original configuration, intentional 
spins '-sh6111d be ' avoided. · and r ecovery should· 'be at t 'empt'ed . 1mme'dfately 
upon enterin'g an 'inadvertent spin . ... : . ,'. " i .. "' ..... ,,~::-~.: ; c' ', ,: 
" ~.' ' .. , , ',' . . . : . ',': .. ." ~ ; .: 
For erEict spins the rudder should be reversed briskly '··fromf·ull 
with to full a gainst the spin, followed immediately by movement of 
the stick full forwardj . maint aining it laterally rieutrali-eare ." sh(;>uld 
b e : exerc~i's ed' to' avoid oxccssi ve r a te.s of· acceJ:cration ' in',:'th~ ' ensuing 
recovery-' dive,. ' l 'f flap·e· are e.xtended th~y "should he ' neutrel1\~;ed~'",·; ' 
When only one ,torpedo .ia installed 'on the 'viin.'g l~ck's; .. ·tlie 'torped6' ;- ~ :.' 
should be jettisoned' and re'cove'ty 'attemptE3d immed1at'elj ~:::: : ::'.- : ,; : .: : 
... . . .: . . ;. . :" : : ~ r ... ..~: ~ :. T ! 
For inverted. ,spiris ',the rudder. "should b'e revereed 'or'iBkly' aria " '-
the stick ,mov.edto nm.itra.'lr (laterally: a.nd long! tudfnEill.y} :." :, . '0"", ": 
" .. ~ . '. :. ;~~ .. ', " " , '.1 ') ; !": '. "N. I '.. . : • • : 
, -
" 
• ~, 'I 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
... .. ; 
Eased on results of spin tests of ~-scale models of the 
", "" ,. ," .' . ,,' .26, """ ':.',;""",' :,," 
Dou~laB . X~2D.),: ;~i;r:Pl8ne t,. the ; follo~ring :,?oIlc~usions' , a.I1;d ,reQQm;nen-:: ';' 
datlon'!3 reg~ry.,iIlg , spin a~d recov~ry , chamc~er~stics ,of the: a~rPl~ne.: 
at a '.test altrtuCle of ~O,OOO f eet ,are' intJ.;d.e': .' .". .,' ".", .. : .... ': :. , 
. ~ ',, : '. . ' ..' . . .... " ( '. . . . 
i. E~ca~~~' of the c~i t~cal :~t~l;'~: 'o1:<th~, do~-ien wi'th : re~a~~s' t.~ 
sJ.)in r ecovery, rec'overies from ful1y d.eveloped. spins will probably 
be un~atisfa,ctory. , +I). the ori ~1nal , de81gn, :1nt entional, spiIf~ : should 
be prohibited epd reCQV817 sl').oilld 'be atteritpted ' immediai::ely "upon : " " 
ent~ring' , Ein imid.verte~t spin ,~. ' , ' " ",. ' 
• • • ~ .. • ... • ' . • # 
2 • . For ' r~6overY tl?-~ rudder -sho~ld: be rev.ers~cJ_ fully ' '~d , rapidlY 
followed , imm~diately by movement 6f , . th~ Eltick ,full ,forwar¢L. ,,' .. 
• : • : , . • .~; . I ( " 
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3. Movement of the horizontal .·tatl ·upward and fs>rwardj instal-
lation of tip fins on t he horizontal ·tail; or combination of a 
small ventral fin, antispan fillets, and a spanwise extension of the 
horizontal tail. wi 1+ result in satisfactory recove:q' . charaqter18~1cs:. . 
4. Satisfactory recoveries Will be obta ined fro~ 1·nv~rte:d spins 
by reversing .the rudder and neutralizing the s tick. 
• • • • ~ t, 
5. A 19.5-f'oot ta.il parachute with a. drag c·oefflcient of 0.60 
or a 7.6-foot wing tip parachute with a drag .coefficient of q.59 ·will 
effect satisfactory recover;les. from demonetra.~ion . spins for ·a.ny ·of . 
the tail configttrations discussed herein·: . . . , 
" ." 
6 • . If necessary tOi aban~on t4e ai~1ane ;In a spin, the .crew· 
should leave frpm ... the · outboard ,side · o.f . the airplane · or from .below 
the fuselage at t he "bomber's tub." · - . ,.' 
7. ·The control forces encountered in a spin will probab~ be 
beyond the capabil:1,t:1esof .the pilot . . A. suitable booster .for , . 
degreasing the oontrol forces ·will be necessary · to. 'permit .reve.real 
of controls for recovery. . . . , . . . . 
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TABIE I. - DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
DOUGIAS XTB2D -1 AffiPIANE 
~ngth over all, f t • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . 
Co-axial-propell er di ameters, ft •• • • • • • • • • • 
Propellers, number of blades each • • • • . • • • • • • 
Normal weight, Ib • •• •• • • • ••• • 0 • • • • • 
Normal center-of -gravity locati on, percent c . .•.. 
Wing: 
Dihedral, deg 
17 
46 
14.75 front 
14.18 rear 
4 
26,,343 
25 
Center sections . • • • • , • • • • • • • • 0 
Outer panels . • • . • • • • • • • • •• 10 or 8 
Wing span, ft • • • 70 .2 (100 dihedral), 70.3 (80 dihedral) 
Area, sq ft • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 608.27 
Section root (Douglas designation) • ••• ••• E.S. BH4518 
Section tip (Douglas designation) • • • • • • • • E.S. 8H4516 
Root chord incidence, deg .• • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Tip chord inCidence, deg • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 6 
Aspect ratio •••. • •• • • • • • • • • 8.1 
Mean aerodynamic chord, in. •• • • • • • • • • 108 
Flap, hinge line t o t railing edge, per cent chord • • 17.5 
Ailerons: 
Hinge line to t railing edge , percent chord 
Span, percent of b /2 • ••• . • . • • • . 
• • 
. . . 
Horizontal-tail surfaces : 
Total area, sq f t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Spa.n, ft .. .... . .. . ..... . ..• .•. 
Elevator area, sq ft • • . • •• • • • • • • 
Distance from normal center of gravi ty t o e levator 
hinge line, f t ". • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 
Vertical-tail surfaces: 
Total area, sq f t • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Total rudder area , sq f t • • • • 
Distance from normal center of gravity to 
hinge line, ft •• • .••••••• • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • 
rudder 
· . . . . . 
17.5 
44.5 
148.2 
25.8 
56.1 
27.5 
82.2 
35.6 
26.0 
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TABLE II. - SPIN -RECOVERY pARACHUTE TESTS ON A 1:...-SCALE MODEL 
26 
OF THE Domus XTB2D-l AIBPIANE 
[Left spins; ai lerons neutral; elevator up; normal loading; 
flaps neutr a l; r ecoveries attempted from established 
steady spins, rudder held with t he SPin] 
Parachute Parachut e Vert ical rate Turns f or Towl1'ne: diameter drag coeffi- of descent recovery length (ft) (ft) cient (fps) 
16.2 0 .62 
17·3 .56 
19.5 .60 
13·0 .58 
11.5 .61 
8.7 .47 
7.6 
·59 
6.1 .69 
Tai l lW-I'8.chut es 
243 l~, >4, OJ 36 
243 1 36 -, 1, >2,C» 2 
243 1 1 3 3 36 2' 2' 4' 4 
Wing-tip parachutes 
243 
243 
243 
243 
243 
1 1 1 2' 1, 14, 12" 6 
1 1 1, 14" 12" 11 
1 1, 14 15 
1 1 14, ~, 2 18 
2, 1 > 1 17 2_, 2_2 2 
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No. Type of 
TABLE III.- COl'IDITIONS OF THE ~ SCAlE MODElS OF THE DOOGIAB XTB2D-l 
AIRPlANE INVESTIGATED ]I THE lANGIEY FREE -SPIl'l'NIB} 'l'OlU(fi 
[Flaps neutral, cockplt olosed, landlng-gear retracted, 
left erect ~inB- except aB noted] 
Mod1:t'lcatlon Spln--:oecove17 
Data 
spln ~dlng parachute Figure Chart 
1 Erect 1 None None 1, 2 b 1 
2 Inverted 1 None None ~ --- 2 
3 Erect 2 None None ---- 3 
4 Erect 3 None None ---- 4 
5 Erect 4 Wone None ---- 5 
6 Erect 1 Ventral fin 1 None 3 
7 Erect 1 Ventral fin 2 None 3 6 
8 Erect 1 Antlspin fl11ets 1 None ~ 
9 Erect 1 Antlspin flllets 2 None 4 
10 Erect 1 Elevator chord extended None a. 
11 Erect 1 Horl:r:ant4l.-tall None \. 
lipan exteD.lllon 
12 Erect 1 End plates None 3 7 
13 Erect 1 Ventral fiD 1 and Wone ----
antlspin flllets 1 
14 Erect 1 Vent ral fin 1 and None ----
anti spin fillets 2 
-
Ventral :f:Jn 1 and antl-
15 Erect 1 spin :fillets 2 horizontal None ---- 8 
tel l span extenelOP 
16 Erect 1 None Tall ----
17 Erect 1 None Wing tip 
----
a l . Two torpedoB, on inner racke_ 
19 
on 
Table 
VII 
VII 
VII 
VII 
VII 
VII 
VII 
II 
n 
2. Tvo torpedoB, on inner racke, center of ~v1ty 10 percent meeD aerodynamic chord rearward of nor-I. 
3. Four torpedoe. 
4. One torpedo on inner rack . 
b Left and right epin data presented. 
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No. Loading Weight 
elb) 
1 Nonna.l loading 26, 343 
2 Two 1000 pound 24,101 bombs 
3 Four 1000 pound 26,248 bombs 
>--- ~. 
4 r )nre.l scout 23 , 040 
!---
5 } erry airplane 29,465 
Overload bomber 
6 four 2000 33 , 510 
pound bombs 
Overload t orpedc 
7 four 2150 34,069 
pound torpedoe 
8 Asynnnetric 24,111 loading 
9 Extreme nose 24,003 heavy 
10 EJ(treme tail 25,141 heavy 
, , 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
••• 
•• 
• • 
• • 
••• 
• 
•• 
•• 
• 
•• • 
• • 
• • 
•• 
• • 
• 
• •• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
TABLE rv. - MASS CHARACTERISTICS AND INERTIA PARA,METERS FOR VARIOUS LOADmG 
CONDITIONS OF THE DOUGIAS XTB2D-1 AIRPIANE 
Cent er-of- Moments of inertia about center of 
Ii Ii grevity gravity 
sea 120,000 location 
level feet 
IX Iy 
x/rs z/rs I Z 2 ( slug-feet2) 2 (slug-:teet ) (slug-feet ) 
8 .06 15.12 0 .253 0.077 50,666 53,360 97,923 
7 · 37 13. 83 .271 .047 49,297 50 , 830 95 ,235 
8 .03 15 .07 .259 .073 52,805 51, 766 98,608 
7 .05 13.23 .293 .019 48,680 49,963 94, 877 
9.01 16.91 .280 .066 78,578 65,608 136,113 
10.25 19 .24 .261 .104 83 ,659 52, 594 . 128,938 
10 .42 19 . 56 .252 .111 80,363 56,723 129,110 
7·37 13.84 .267 .049 49,471 51,631 95,986 
7.34 13.78 .217 .096 54,211 51,999 98,370 
7.69 14.43 ·306 .018 71,426 50,007 H7,658 
Inertia paremetere 
~ - \ x 104 \ - I I - ~ z x 104 Z x 104 
mb2 mb2 mb2 
-7 
-4 
3 
-4 
31 
64 
48 
-6 
6 
57 
-Ill 
-121 
-117 
-128 
-167 
-158 
-147 
. 
, 
-120 
-126 
-180 
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118 
125 
114 
132 
136 
94 
99 
126 
120 
123 
s; 
~ 
§1 
z 
o 
~ 
I-' 
CP 
II) 
o 
• 
• 
• • 
•••• 
• 
• 
l 

No. Loading 
1 Normal loading 
Overload t orpedo, 
2 four 2150 pound 
t orpedos 
Asymmetric loe.ding 
3 (exclusive of 
radar unit) 
4 
Center of gra!ity 
10 percent c 
aft of nOI'll!l.l 
_ ._-
. , 
TABlE V.- MASS CHARACTEBlSTIC8 Al'ID INERTIA PARAMETERS FOR WADIl'C COl'IDITIONS TESTED 
ON TEE 2:...-SCAIE MJDELS OF TEE DOUGIAS XTB2D-l AIRPIANE 
26 
[Model values converted to corresponding fUll-scale values, monents of inertia 
given about center of gravity] 
Center-or-
• 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
••• 
•• 
• • 
• • 
••• 
• 
•• 
Maments of inertia about center of 
Ii Ii 
gravity- gravity Inertia parameters Weight loc< tion 
•• •• 
• • 
••• ••• 
• • • 
• • • 
•• •• 
(lb) sea 20,000 ~ 2 Iy IZ Ix - ly x 104 Iy - Iz x 104 I Z - Ix 4 level feet xl'!! z/T! 2 X 10 (slug-feet ) (Blug-feet2) 
26,693 8.2 15·3 0.216 0.064 52, 472 51, 969 
31,971 9.8 18.4 .234 .112 70,307 49,774 
25, 144 7'. 7 14.4 .255 .077 56, 587 54,231 
27, 521 8 .4 15.8 
·359 .019 55,665 54,792 
( alu!r-feet2) mb2 
104,97· 1 
121,~7 42 
lU,445 6 
109,3~9 2 
mb2 mb 
-130 
-147 
-149 
-130 
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129 
105 
143 
127 
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No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
TABLE VI. - TAIL DAMPING POVlER FACTORS FOR THE VARIOUS 
TAIL CONFIGURATIONS TESTED ON THE ~_SCALE 
26 
MODEL OF THE DOUGLAS XTB2D-l AIRPLANE 
Tail configuration 
• Original 
Antispin fillets 1 
Antispin fillets 2 
Elevator chord 
ext ension 
Stabilizer and elevator 
span extensi on 
Ventral fin 1 
Ventral fin 2 
Ventral 1 plus fillets 1 
Ventral l plus f i llets 2 
Ventral 1, fillets 2, 
elevator and stabi-
lizer span extension 
Tip fins 
TDR URVC TDPF 
0.0135 0.0146 197 X 10-6 
.0241 .0146 352 
.0254 .0146 371 
.0135 .0146 197 
.0135 .0146 197 
.0181 .0146 264 
.0210 .0243 510 
.0287 .0243 697 
.0300 ;0243 729 
.0300 .0243 729 
.0335 .0243 814 
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TAllIE nI.- EFFEm' OF VARIOOS M:>DD'ICATIONS ~ TAIL DESIGN ON SPn AlID REC<m:RY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE ~ MODEL OF THE DOUGIAS XTB2])-l AIRPlANE 
26 
A1lerons 
Elevator 
a., deg 
t/J, deg 
n, rps 
V, f'ps 
Turns for 
recovery 
Aileron,! 
Elevator 
a., deg 
p, deg 
{1, rps 
V, !ps 
Turne for 
recovery 
[11'0,.".,,1 loading; recovery a s indicated (recovery attempted from, .um s teady- spin 
data presented for rudder-t'ull with spina); left erect spine] 
Elevator Stab1lizer 
Antiepin fillets 1 Ant1ep1n fillets 2 chord Md ele'Y!ltor 
&2:tension Span extension 
With With 
1 with Neutral 1 Aga1n.lt Neut ral 1 
"3 Full "3 
Neutral Up Up Up Up Neutral 2 U;p "3 up 
~5 43 47 28 a 38 49 46 36 42 50 
2U 1U 
50 3D 7D 5U 6D lU 0 50 
0 · 39 0.37 0.38 0.45 0.40 0.45 0.42 0.39 
282 254 233 342 275 2:>6 243 286 
b 1 b d 1 cell c~ d4 d~ >~, >10 
•• 22 4 2 
c
3 
cl 
'Ii 
c .1 c t d3 c2 czJ d4 dell 2 ' 2 2 
Ventral fin 1 .ntn.l fftl 1 and Vent ral fin 1 and jmtispin fillets 1 ant iepin. fille t s 2 
Neutral .1 with 
3 
.1 with 
3 
1 wi th 
3 
Up 2 Up 2 2 "3 up "3 up "3 up 
a28 a 39 0.38 " 37 0.27 
43 54 47 47 45 
4D 0 0 0 lU 
3U 2D 4D 50 &> 
0 .40 0. 41 0·39 0.41 ,0.42 
257 250 246 253 261 
~ 
c~ d3 dl di di l 1 
hI.! d~ d.l~ d.l2! c2 4 2 2 
h2 
Neutral 
J'u1l 3 
. eutral Up 2 Up 3'UP 
46 46 47 ~9 50 
eo 3U 3D lD l3D 
0.38 0.45 0.42 0.41 
247 229 ~3 282 
c,,~ c3t f;>6 ~ 
~l ~ 
c2! cIJ ~1 d~ 
2 2 2 
·OscillAtory spin, range of values given. 
~ecovery by rudder reveraal. 
~ecovery by simultaneous full reversal 
of' rudder and movement of the elevator 
to full down. ~eeovery by simultaneous reversal of 
rudder to 2/3 against and elevator 
to 1/3 down. 
-V1aue.1 est1Jmte. 
fRecovery by simultaneous reversal of 
rudder from full wi th to t'ull againet 
and elevator from full up to 1/3 down. 
Baecovery by simultaneous reversal of 
rudder from full wi th to t'ull "ge.1net 
~ and elevator from full up to t'ull down. 
scovery attempted by simultanaous 
reversal of rudder from f Ull wi th 
to 2/3 against and elevator from 2/3 
to 2/3 down. ~ecovery attempted from steep part of 
oecillAtion . ~ecover.r attempted from flAt part of 
oscillAtion. 
Model values converted to corresponding 
U 
D 
t'u11-sca1e valuee. 
inner wing up 
inner wing down 
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CHART 1.- SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARJ.CTERISTIOS or It. ~SCALE MODEL or THE DOUGLAS XTB2D-l AIRPLANE IN THE NOIUIJ.L LOJ.DING 
~oadlng polnt 1 on table V and figure 6; flaps neutral; oookpit closed; reoovery attempted by rapid full rudder reversal exoept 
a8 noted (reoovery attempted from, and eteady-spin data presented for, rudde~tull-with spins); ereot sp1na] 
R1ght sp1ns .:s~ 
.. 
""'1'. 
..... 0'" 
a a Jal .., a 
0-
J 20 9U 26 lOU 23 I 9U 2S~ 35 10D 4-2 SD 35 2D 
I 30S 
I--
334- 0.4-5 0 . 4-0 304- 0 . 4-1 30 4- 10.4-1 
1 
c 1 0 1 1. 2 1 1 12" 2 1- 2- >3~ . >4-b,.2. b73 2 ' 4-
,.. d d
l 01'. . 1 1 A11erone 1/3 w1th 
+>'" .w~ 2" ~ as o.w 
....... 00<0 
., ..... ~~ 
..... '" JaI .... ~ 
31 ID r; I ID 
Ailerons f Ailerons I full a gainst 
0.55 f ull with 2gg 10 .4-No apin 1
297 (Stick le ft) (Stiok right) 
1 1 
Ilj:. 12' 3. 3¢ 
1"~ 
,.. >0 
00 ,.. 
"'>0 .was as . !H ...... 
., ..... 
"'0 
..... . '" JaI .... 
<0 .... 
' N 0 I SPin/ r No spin ~I2D 
2891 0 .5 
1i 2 
4-' 
aOsclllatory spin , range of values given. 
bModel on verge of r ecovery. 
cRecovery attempted by reversing rudder from full with to 2/3 against the spin. 
dRecovary attempted by simultaneously reversing rudder from full with to 2/3 against the 
"pin and the eleva tor from full wi th to 1/3 down. 
eRecovery attempted by simultaneous full reversal of rudder and movement of the elevator 
to ful l dom. 
fRecovery attempted by sHul taneously reversinR the rudder froll! full with to 2/3 against 
the spin and the elevator from 213 up to 1/3 down. 
gRecovery attempted by Simultaneously reversing the rudder froll! full with to 2/3 against 
h the spin and the elevs tor from 2/3 up to 2/3 down. 
After r ecovery, model goes into inverted spin. 
Ii 
21 5U 
30 12U 
326 10 .4-0 
11 
4-
e e l 1 _ 
tr· 2 
a 
27 112U 
36 7D 
Left splns 
4-9 2D 
232 0·37 
~5. 77 
e e 
2, 2 
4-5 1 2U 1 
I'. 
:> ,.. 
10 ..... Ill.., ..... 
..... as'" JaIl> 
51 1U ~D 
233 0.3S 232 0. 37 
d 1 d3Jt I~, 1 1 00,"'" 
51 4-D 
229 0.4-1 
c 
>7. 
0 
:.10 
f 2 • 
304- 10.52 , Ailerons 232 10 . 4-5 1 1 
!3 
1232 10.4-5 
1. 1 
No lapin 
3 ~ 
• 2 
tull against 
1 (StiOk right) 
e 1 e 1 3~. ~ 
! 
52 I 1U 
2291 0 .4-6 
~.4-
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Model values 
co nverted to 
c o rres pond ing 
full-B cale value!. 
U inner wi ng up 
o inn er wln~ down 
g2. g3 
4-. 5 
Ailerone 
full with e e 1 
(Stick lett) 5. 52' 
51 2D 
229 0 .4-6 
h4- . h7 
11 ¢ 
Ideg l Id eg l 
V n 
I fps ) I rps) 
Turns f o r 
re cover y 
•• 
• 
• •• 
• • 
• • 
." 
up 
~ 
~ () 
~ 
::u 
~ 
~ 
o 
~ 
0':> 
~ 
)-1 
OJ 
() 
0" 
!lJ 
1-1 
r+ 
)-1 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
• •• 
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NACA RM No. L6K18 Chart 2 
CHART 2.- INVERTED SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF A ~SCALE MODEL OF THE 
DOUGLAS XTB2D-l AIRPLANE IN THE NORMAL LOADING 
[Loading point 1 on table V and figure 6; flaps neutral ; cockpit closed; recovery attempted 
by · rapid full rudaer reverssl (recovery attempted from , and steady-spin data presented 
for, rudder-full-vith spins);. spins to pilot's leftl 
No spin No 
Stick left 
(Controls t ogether) No 
, 
No spin No 
8.yisual estimate 
~ 
~ 
0 
.... 
>: 
" ..... 
+' 
CIl 
>: 
" III 
.0 
~ 
..... 
+' 
CIl 
spin 
Stick right 
spin (Controls crossed) 
spin 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMI TTEE fOR AERONAUTICS 
Model values 
conve rted to 
corresponding 
full-scale values. 
U inner wing up 
n inner wlng down 
36 2D 
3ll 0.38 
1 11 14' 2 
31 2D 
3ll 0.45 
1. 81 
4 4 
!i"o spin 
0. q, 
(de 8 J (deg J 
V n 
( fps J (rps) 
Turns for 
r e c c ve ry 
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NACA RM No. L6K18 Chart 3 
CHART 3.- SPI N AND RECOVERY CHARACTERI STICS OF A ~SCALE MODEL OF THE DOUGLAS 
XTB2D-l AIRPLANE WITH THE CENTER OF GRAVITY MMED REARWARD TEN PERCENT C 
FROM THE NORMAL LOCATION 
[Load1ng p01nt 4- on table Y and f1gure Q; flaps neutral; cockp1 t closed; recovery attempted by 
s1multaneous r ap1d full reversal of the rudder and elevator except aa noted (recovery 
attem ted from, arid steady- sp in data p r e sented for , r udder-f ull-with sp1na); left erect 
e 1n 
f.. 
27 4-u 53 2D 8 oS 
I-
Q) 
365 0.32 0.34-
rl 
233 Iil 
1 1 ?l¢, a If' If 3 55 2D 
233 0 .36 A1leron. 
b b 
go 6, g 
rl ~ 
rl .l4 
e () oS 
f.. P 
0 .>4 
+> () 
as ..... 
l- +> 
Q) !I.l 
ri ~ 
Iil 
5g lD 
A1lerons full aga1nst A1lerons tU ll w1th 
226 0.40 (St1ck l eft) (St1ck r1ght) 
1 5~, 7 
I'! 
~ 
0 ~ 
'tl 'tl 
ri lil 
ri ~ ;s 
\-0 0 
\-0 
f.. 
0 .>4 
+> () 
oS ..... 
I- .., 
., <1l 
ri ~ 
Iil 
NAT IONAL ADVISORY 
COMMI TT EE f OR AERONAUTICS 
sY1susl observat1on . 
hRecovery attemp t ed by s1mul t aneously revers1ng 
the rudder f r om fu l l w1 th to 2/ 3 aga1nst Model values 
the sp1n and t he elevator from 213 up to c on verted t o 
1/3 down. co rrespo nding 
f ul l - scale value s. 
U in ne r wing up 
D i nne r wing down 
50 6D 
233 0 . 34-
co co 
1/3 w1th 
53 4D 
226 0.39 
00, oo 
0- d> 
(d e 8 ) (deg ) 
V n 
( fps ) ( r ps) 
T)Jrns for 
r eco ve ry 
-. 
--- --
.. -
• 
•••• 
• 
•••• 
•• 
•• • 
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NACA RM No . L 6K18 Chart 4 
CHART 4.- SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF A 2~-SCALE MODEL OF THE DOUGLAS XTB2D-l 
AIRPLANE IN THE OVERLOAD TORPEDO COND IT ION 
~Oading point 2 on table V and figure 6; flaps neutral; oockpit olosed; recovery attempted by 
simultaneouB rapid full rudder and elevator reversal except as noted (recovery attempted 
from, and steady-spin data presented for, rudder-full-with spins); left erect spios] 
Ailerons full against 
(Stick right) 
aRecovery attempted by simultaneously 
r eversing rudder t o 2/3 against the 
spin and the elevator to 1/3 down 
bRecovery attempted by simultaneously 
reversing rudder to 2/3 against the 
spin and the elevator to full down 
52 
.<61 
1 l~, 
0-
" M 
e 
'" .. 0 
+' 
" .. 
'" r-I 
'" 
53 
254 
~, 
~ 
'0 
~ 
.. 
0 
+' ~ 
.. 
r-I 
'" 
::s 
NI<'\ 
.. 
53 2D 0 3D +' 
" .. .. 
0.37 &l 257 0.37 
Ii 3, 7 56 10 
247 0.39 
Ailerons t'dth 
~ 
a41 
4 
a41 
4 
0 b~ b~ 
" p 4 4 
'" 0 
..... 
+' 
~ 
10 
Ailerons f'ull with 
0.43 (stick left) 
1! 
" f 
0 
.... 
'" 0 .....
+' 
~ 
4 
I 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUT ICS. 
Model values 
con v e r~ ed to 
co rr espond i ng 
f ul l- scale values. 
U inne r wi n g up 
D inne r wing down 
54 2D 
243 0.42 
4, 10 
a 0 
( deg ) (deg) 
V n 
( f ps ) (rps ) 
Tur ns f o r 
re co very 
--I 
I 
-
. 
-. 
L 
.. 
CHART 5,- SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF A :k-SCALE MODEL OF THE DOUGLAS XTB2D-l AIRPLANE WHEN LOADED 
ASYMMETRICALLY 
• •• 
• 
• 
• 
••• 
•• 
• • 
• • 
••• 
• 
•• 
~oading point 3 on table Y and figure 6; flaps neutral; cockpit closed; recovery attempted by simultaneous rapid full reversal of 
th~ rudder and elevator except as noted (recoTery attempted from, and steady-spin data presented tor, rudder-full-with spins); left erec t soin-~ 
Torpedo on left inner rack 
51 3D 
233 P.31+ 
2, a2 
~ 
"Po OS;:S 
I> 
Clr<\ 
..... , 
1iIC\J 
51 
226 
1+9 5D 
2D 226 0 · 3 
0·37 3, a1+ 
Torpedo on right inner rack 
21+ 3U 31 2D 
365 0.1+1 2g3 0.37 
0 1 0 1 1 1 2' ~ ~' 2" 
b 
,.. 00 I Ailerons 1/; 
OPO 
with 
<>;:S .14~ 
~..-I 0.14 ~o 0)..-1 »os 
..... ;:s 
iii .... 
alP 
A1lerons 50 0 A1lerons 
full against full with 
(Stick right) 219 o .llo (Stick left) 
6, 10 
,..; ~ 00 
»'" .14 lIS lIS ~t >..-1 0)..-1 <>0 
..... ;:s ~ .... iii .... 
aYisual estimate. 
bRecovery attempted by simultaneously r.versing 
the spin and the elevator from 213 up to 1/3 
°After reoovery, model goel into 1nverted sp1n. 
1+9 3D 
216 0.1+1 No spin 
CO 
No Ipin 
the rudder from full with to 213 again.t 
down. 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
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No spin 
No spin 
Model values 
converted to 
corresponding 
full-scale values , 
U inner wing up 
D lnner wing down 
1+2 5D 
21+7 0·36 
0 c 1 1, 12" 
31 3D 
24-3 0.4-2 
c 1 0 ¢ 2~, 2 
39 3D 
222 0,4-} 
°2¢ 
a 4> 
Ideg) I deg) 
Y n 
Ifps) I rps ) 
Turns for 
recovery 
• • 
• 
••• 
• . ' 
• • 
•• 
•• 
e •• 
~ 
: ' 
• 
• 
•• 
z 
~ () 
>-
~ 
~ 
Z 
o 
t-< 
CJ:l p;:: 
f--1 
CD 
() 
~ 
PJ 
~ 
rt-
CJl 
• •• 1 
• 
• •• , 
• 
, 
•• 

•• 
•• • 
•• • 
•••• 
•• 
•• • 
•• • 
•••• 
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NACA RM No . L6K18 Chart 6 
CHART 6. - SP IN AND RECOVERY CHARACTERI STICS OF A ~SCALE MODEL OF THE DOUGLAS 
XTB2D-l AIRPLANE WITH VE NTRAL FIN 2 INSTALLED 
~Oadlng polnt 1 on table V an d figure 6; flape neut r al; cockplt closed; recovery attempted by 
simultaneous r ever sal of r udder and elevator except a s not ed (recovery attemp ted from, and 
steady-sp i n da t a present ed for, rudder-ful1-with spins); left erect spin~ 
b C\J 
21 2U M 44 3D 
34- lOU 
0 55 10D .. 
01 
I>-
., 
360 0.1j.o 260 0·3~ ~ 239 0.36 b foI 
a a 1 1 43 1 
1, lJr 1, 12" 51 2D 22, 3 
260 0.)5 Allerons 113 wlth 
§' c 1 0 1'2' 2 
~ ~ 
~ .>4 
e () as 
,J:l 
M 
0 ...: 
.. () 
as .... 
I- .. 
... to 
~ ~ 
foI 
b 
~~ 6u 12D 
wlth Allerons full agalnst 0.43 
Allerone !'ull 
No spin 272 (Stlok left) (Stick rl ght) 
1 
12" 2 
i 
0 ~ 
od od 
~ ~ 
~ ~ ;j 
'H 0 
'H 
M 
0 .14 
.. 0 
oS .... 
I>- .. 
., to 
~ ~ 
r.1 
No spln No spin 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTE.[ FOA AERONAUTICS 
&Recovery att empted by rudder r eversal alone. 
bOsci11at ory sp in, range of value s given . 
cRecovery at tempted by simultaneous reversal 
of rudder to 2/3 aga inst and e l evator t o 
1/3 down. 
dAfter recovery, mudel g oes i nto inverted 
spin. 
Mode l values 
converted t o 
co rr esponding 
full-scale values. 
U inner wing up 
D inn e r wing down 
43 lD 
53 ~D 
246 0.43 
3, ~4 
b 
39 3D 
52 10D 
239 0.45 
ad 1 ad 
32' 5 
0- 1> 
(deg ) (deg) 
V n 
( fps ) (rps) 
Turns for 
rec o very 
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CHART 7.- SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF A dt-SCALE MODEL OF THE DOUGLAS XTB2D-l 
AIRPLANE WITH TIP FINS INSTALLED ON THE HORIZONTAL TAIL 
~Oad1ng p01nt 1 on table V and f1gure 6; flaps neutral; cockp1t closed; recovery attempted by 
s1multaneous rap1d full r eversal of the rudder and elevator except as noted (recovery 
attempted f rom, a nd steadY~Bp1n datp presented for, rudder-full-w1th sp1ns); left erect sp1n~ 
>365 
1, 
4 
1 
"4 
Ailerons i'ull against 
(Stick right) 
I 
~eoovery attempted by simultaneous 
reversal of rudder from full with 
to 2/3 against and elevator from 
2/3 up to 1/3 down. 
25 
3a) 
1, 
4 
0-
" rl 
~ 
H 
0 
., 
<II 
I-
Q) 
fj 
No 
e 
0 
'0 
~ 
H 
0 
., 
~ 
" fj 
No 
-£ 
3D H 46 50 0 
~ 
OJ 
0.41- fj 254 0.38 
1 41 
'2 29 3D 3, 2 
311 0.45 
Ailerons' with 
a.J a 1 1-
~ 4 2 . 
.... 
0 
Jl 
.... 
0 
.... 
., 
~ 
Ailerons full with 
spin (stiok left2 
~ 
'0 
e 
0 
.... 
.... 
0 
.... 
., 
~ 
NATIONAL ADVISOQY 
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spin 
Mo del val ues 
co nvert e d t o 
co rr espo ndi n g 
fu l l-s ca l e va lues. 
U inne r win g up 
D in ne r wing down 
49 4D 
240 0.44 
~, 4 
45 3D 
240 0.45 
~, 4 
a. <I> 
Ideg) I deg ) 
V n 
I fps ) I rps ) 
Tu r ns [or 
recovery 
_I 

I 
I 
L 
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CHART S.- SPIN AND REOOVERY CHARAOTERISTICS OF A ~SCALE HODEL OF THE DOUGLAS XTB2D-l AIRPLANE WITH VENTRAL FIN 1. 
ANTISPIN FILLETS 2. AND SPANWISE EXTENSION OF THE HORIZONTAL TAIL INSTALLED 
[Loading points 1 and 4- on table V and f1gure 
reversal of the rudder and elevator exoept 
with sp1ns): left erect sp1ns 
6; flaps neutral; oockp1t olosed; recovery a~tempted by s1multaneous rap1d full 
as noted (recovery attempted from. and steady-sp1n data presented far. rudder-full-
Norma~ center of gravity Center of grav1ty 10 percent 0 rearward g 
a ~§' 
24- 0 I> 
.. "" 
25 SU 36 11D M ........ 46 7D . IzlCIJ 
365 0. 4~ 330 0.4-5 
24-
39 
3U 
254-6D 0.J9 
1 1 1 ~ 1 1 :!' ~ ~' 311 0.46 2~. 2:! 
b1 • ~ b1 Ailerons I, o~ 
~~ .IoI~ 
~ 0.101 
I>M '-<0 
3 with 
Q)M ~aS 
r:Je (1).0 
a a 
24 6u 
ai lU A11 er ons 49 3D Ailerons 12D 
full aga1nst full w1 th 
(Stiok right) 261 0.4-6 (Stick left) 254 o.4f 
1 ~. 3 3. ~ 
8~ 'CJ M 
... '" .14 ~ CIS ~~ I>M Q)M ~o 
r:J e III \--4 
aOso111atory sp1n. range of values g1ven. ~ecovery attempted by simultaneously reversing the rudder from full w1th to 
the sp1n and the elevator from 2/3 up to 1/3 down. 
°After recovery. modtl1 went 1nto an 1nverted sp1n. N~TlONAL ADVISORY 
COHHITTEl FOR AERONAUTICS 
213 aga1nst 
a 
2S 3U 
3S 7D 
3M 0. 36 
1 ¢ ~. 
4-6 ID 
240 0. 4-2 
1 1 
12"' 22' 
Model values 
c onverted to 
c orresponding 
full-scale values. 
U inner wing up 
D inner wing down 
~ 
o~ 
~~ 
~ j; n Q) ........ 
MC\J 
Izl 
37 
319 
b 
1. 
4-! 4D 
3D 239 0·3 4-
0 . 40 
o 1 
2~ 
b 1 
Ill-" ~73e;;~~~ 
36 4D 
243 0.42 
O2 
a 4> (deg) (deg ) 
V n 
(fps) (rpsl 
Turns for 
recovery 
!t .... 
o • 
• • 
•• 
z 
~ 
o 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Z 
o 
li 
CJ:l 
~ 
~ 
CO 
0 
::r 
Il' 
Ii 
M-
CO 
... 
• 
• .~ 

•• 
•• • 
•• • ~.# •• 
•• 
•• • 
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•••• 
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ELEVATOR HINGE 
LINE 83/1 12. 
. 6,69 +- 1/ 
- - --- - - - --- - . 
'-------21.20/1 
FlAP HINGE LINE 
AILERON HINGE 
LINE 
458" 
•91
// 
7. 37 '/--+---,-12 .19 "---i_L-_~ .... +-+----'r-
.32" 
Fig. 1 
T.L. RUDDER HINGE LINE 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS. 
F,GURE i _ - THREE - VIEW DRAWING OF THE 2~ - SCALE MODELS OF THE 
DOUGLAS XTB2D-1 AIRPLANE AS TESTED I N THE FREE-
SPINNING TUNNEL . CENTER-OF-GRAVIT Y 15 SHOWN FOR NORMAL 
LOADI NG . DIMENSIONS ARE MODEL VALUES. 
I 
I 
l_ 
• 
• •• •• 
•• • • • 
• • • ••• 
• ••• • 
• • • 
••• •• •• 
Figure 2.- 1 Photograph of the 26 -scale model of the Douglas XTB2D-l 
airplane in the normal loading. 
"AfIO"AL ADVL80Rt COMMITTII FOR AllORAUfICI 
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Figure 5.- Photograph of the 2~ -scale model of the Douglas XTB2D-l 
airplane spinning in the Langley 20 -foot spin tunnel. 
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Figure 6.- Inertia parameters for loadings possible on the 
XTB2D-l airplane and for the loadings tested on the 
i/26-scale models. (Points are for loadings listed in 
tables IV and V.) 
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